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Abstract
In applications involving visual inspection, it is often required to 
separate objects from background, in conditions of poor and non-
uniform illumination. In such cases one has to rely on adaptive 
methods that learn the illumination from the given images and 
base the Object background decision on this information. We 
here present a new method for image segmentation via based on 
clustering. One can apply different algorithms to create different 
clusterings of the data. Some clustering algorithms like Otsu 
require initialization of parameters. Different initialization can 
lead to different data clusterings. In this paper, we explore the 
idea of evidence accumulation for combining the result of multiple 
clustering. Initially, data is decomposed into a large number of 
compact clusters. We compare our new method with the Otsu 
method. The experiment shows that our approach can achieve 
higher or comparable performance than the old method.
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I. Introduction
Image segmentation is one of the most fundamental and difficult 
problems in image analysis and computer vision. The image 
sgementation problem is treated as an important issue in image 
processing, and it can not only reduce the image data, but also 
lay a good foundation for succeed target recognition and image 
understanding. Image segmentation is a low-level image processing 
task that aims at partitioning an image into homogeneous regions. 
How region homogeneity is defined depends on the application. 
Segmentation algorithms are based on one of two basic properties 
of intensity values discontinuity and similarity. First category is 
to partition an image based on abrupt changes in intensity, such 
as edges in an image. Second category is based on partitioning 
an image into regions that are similar according to predefined 
criteria. Threshold approach falls under this category. In computer 
vision, segmentation refers to the process of partitioning a digital 
image into multiple segments (sets of pixels) (Also known as super 
pixels). The goal of segmentation is to simplify and/or change their 
presentation of an image into something that is more meaningful 
and easier to analyze [1]. Image segmentation is typically used to 
locate objects and boundaries (lines, curves, etc.) in images. More 
precisely, image segmentation is the process of assigning a label to 
every pixel in an image such that pixels with the same label share 
certain visual characteristics. The result of image segmentation is a 
set of segments that collectively cover the entire image, or a set of 
contours extracted from the image. Each of the pixels in a region is 
similar with respect to some characteristic or computed property, 
such as color, intensity, or texture. Adjacent regions are significantly 
different with respect to the same characteristic(s) [1]. Several 
general-purpose algorithms and techniques have been developed 
for image segmentation. Since there is no general solution to the 
image segmentation problem, these techniques often have to be 
combined with domain knowledge in order to effectively solve an 
image segmentation problem for a problem domain. Histogram-
based methods are very efficient when compared to other image 
segmentation methods because they typically require only one 
pass through the pixels. In this technique, a histogram is computed 
from all of the pixels in the image, and the peaks and valleys in the 
histogram are used to locate the clusters in the image [1]. Color or 

intensity can be used as the measure. A refinement of this technique 
is to recursively apply the histogram-seeking method to clusters 
in the image in order to divide them into smaller clusters. This is 
repeated with smaller and smaller clusters until no more clusters 
are formed. One disadvantage of the histogram-seeking method is 
that it may be difficult to identify significant peaks and valleys in 
the image. In this technique of image classification distance metric 
and integrated region matching are familiar. Graphs can effectively 
be used for image segmentation. Usually a pixel or a group of 
pixels are vertices and edges define the (dis)similarity among the 
neighborhood pixels. Some popular algorithms of this category 
are random walker, minimum mean cut, minimum spanning 
tree based algorithm, normalized cut, etc. The normalized cuts 
method was first proposed by Shi and Malik in 1997 [3]. In this 
method, the image being segmented is modeled as a weighted, 
undirected graph. Each pixel is a node in the graph, and an edge 
is formed between every pair of pixels. The optimal partitioning 
of the graph is the one that minimizes the weights of the edges 
that were removed (the cut). Shi’s algorithm seeks to minimize the 
normalized cut, which is the ratio of the cut to all of the edges in 
the set. The level set method was initially proposed to track moving 
interfaces by Osher and Sethian in 1988 and has spread across 
various imaging domains in the late nineties [4]. It can be used to 
efficiently address the problem of curve/surface/etc. propagation 
in an implicit manner. The central idea is represent the evolving 
contour using a signed function, where its zero level corresponds 
to the actual contour. Then, according to the motion equation of the 
contour, one can easily derive a similar flow for the implicit surface 
that when applied to the zero-level will reflect the propagation of 
the contour. The level set method encodes numerous advantages: 
it is implicit, parameter free, provides a direct way to estimate 
the geometric properties of the evolving structure, can change 
the topology and is intrinsic. Furthermore, they can be used to 
define an optimization framework as proposed by Hee So0 Yang 
and Sang Uk Lee [5]. Therefore, one can conclude that it is a 
very convenient framework to address numerous applications of 
computer vision and medical image analysis [6]. The K-means 
algorithm is an iterative technique that is used to partition an image 
into K clusters. In this case, variance is the squared or absolute 
difference between a pixel and a cluster center [7]. The difference 
is typically based on pixel color, intensity, texture, and location, 
or a weighted combination of these factors. K can be selected 
manually, randomly, or by a heuristic. This algorithm is guaranteed 
to converge, but it may not return the optimal solution. The quality 
of the solution depends on the initial set of clusters and the value 
of K. In statistics and machine learning, k-means clustering is a 
method of cluster analysis which aims to partition n observations 
into k clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with 
the nearest mean. The k-means clustering algorithm is commonly 
used in computer vision as a form of image segmentation. The 
results of the segmentation are used to aid border detection and 
object recognition.. Instead, a weighted distance measure utilizing 
pixel coordinates, and image texture is commonly used. The 
K-means algorithm is one of the simplest clustering algorithms: 
it is computationally efficient and does not require the user to 
specify many parameters. Its major limitation is the inability to 
identify clusters with arbitrary shapes, ultimately imposing hyper-
spherical clusters on the data. We explore the idea of evidence 
accumulation for combining the results of multiple clustering. 
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The idea of combining multiple sources has been addressed in 
areas like sensor fusion and supervised learning techniques in 
pattern recognition - known as classifier combination [8]. There 
are several possible ways to accumulate evidence in the context of 
: unsupervised learning: (1) combine results of different clustering 
algorithms; (2) produce different results by resampling the data, 
such as in bootstrapping techniques (like bagging) and boosting; 
(3) running a given algorithm many times with different parameters 
or initializations. In this paper we take the last approach, using 
the well known K-means algorithm as the underlying clustering 
algorithm to produce clustering ensembles [9]. Our emphasis in 
this work is the value which is produce by running the k-means 
for many times with the integration technique. The remainder of 
this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we show how to 
get the proper parameter. In the section 3, we show experimentally 
that the proposed representation outperforms those approaches 
which dismember an image with a single k-means. Finally, we 
draw conclusions.

II. The New Method
There are various strategies for each stage of segmentation 
approach. The step by step procedure for the research work 
consists of analyzing the traditional techniques. By selecting the 
appropriate value achieved the good results.  Image segmentation 
of standard images is the most important and difficult task of 
image processing and M files will be created in MATLAB. The 
proposed segmentation method will be applied on various images 
from the database. The results of the proposed image segmentation 
will be compared with the existing techniques present in image 
segmentation. Then an M-file will be developed for choosing 
suitable value so that it produces the best results.

A. Methodology
The proposed strategy follows a split-and-merge approach, 
Decompose multidimensional data into a large number of small, 
spherical clusters. The algorithm performs this decomposition, 
with various clustering results obtained by random initializations 
of the algorithm. Image acquisition, Find four Cluster of the 
original image by selecting some values, Construct the image 
with clusters.

B. Split
The algorithm performs this decomposition, with various clustering 
results obtained by random initializations of the algorithm. By 
running the k-means for i times, we can get I groups gray scale 
centroids.
C1={c1(1),c1(2),c1(3),c1(4)…..c1(i)}
C2={c2(1),c2(2),c2(3),c2(4)…..c2(i)}
C3={c3(1),c3(2),c3(3),c3(4)…..c3(i)}
C4={c4(1),c4(2),c4(3),c4(4)…..c4(i)}

C. Combine
In order to cope with partitions with different numbers of clusters, 
we propose a mean mechanism to combine the clustering results, 
because of the random city of the k-means, different initialization 
can lead to different data clustering’s, aim to find the most optimal 
configuration, we bring forward a new method which is based 
k-means with the integration technique. the proposed algorithm 
means defined as follow:

.

D. Merge
After we get the sum of all clusters, we can define the gray scale 
of every pixel, OSi denote the gray scale of pixel I which is not 
deal with sum.  OSii denote the gray scale of pixel i which is 
deal with sum.

  sum1)
              sum1 )<  <(sum2)
              sum2)<  <(sum3)
                >sum4)
Then we can get a better result with the proposed method.

E. Proposed Algorithm
1. Read the image and write the original image to (.jpg). And 

convert the image into double for processing.
2. Find the size of the image (max X, max Y).
 • Input:4 – initial number of clusters; and generate the 

matrix multiplying with max X, max Y of the original 
image(matrix).

 • Find the difference between original image (matrix) and 
constructed matrix C.

3. Find the threshold value.

                          

4. Output: data partitioning into four clusters.
• Repeat step 3
• Do four times:
• And generate a single matrix 
5. Get the sum of the all four output data. 

/

.
6. Now generate the temporarily matrix with the help of previous 

selected values and sum of the all threshold values. And 
change the values of the original image by replacing with 
new matching values.

7. Deal with the image with the sum 
               sum1)
              sum1 )<  <(sum2)
              sum2)<  <(sum3)
                >=sum4)
Compared with the required values and constructed the image.

III. Result
The result is obtained from our algorithm is shown as below. 
The standard grey scale image of baboon of resolution 512x512 
is given as input and output as segments of image is produced. 
Digital image as input is given and segments of that image are 
produced. Results are shown as below:
We take the baboon image as the test image, with the resolution of 
512×512 pixels and 256 gray levels, as shown in Fig.s and show 
the results with their histogram.
Baboon Image Test Result 1
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Fig.1: Baboon Original Image and Segmented Image using 
proposed Algorithm, PSNR =82.1459
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Fig.2: Histogram of Baboon Original Image and segmented 
Image.

Compression with Otsu Method with PSNR

Fig.3: Original Image and Segmented Image Using Otsu Method, 
PSNR=78.2506

Fig. 4 : Comparison of images using their histogram

IV. Conclusion
The proposed method does perform reasonably well compared 
to the existing method of preprocessing the image for proper 
image segmentation. A robust clustering technique is based on a 
combination of multiple clustering, has been presented. Following 
a split-and-merge strategy, the first step is to decompose complex 
data into small, compact clusters. This algorithm serves this 
purpose, data partitions present in these clustering are merged 
based on averaging sum mechanism. This averaging is used to 
deal with the image. The propose method is able to use on the 
image segmentation.
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